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Using Excel 2010, it's possible to create breathtaking charts, graphs, and other data
visualizations - and communicate even the most complex data more effectively than ever before.
In Charts and Graphs, one of the world's leading Excel experts show exactly how to make the
most of Excel 2010's unprecedented visual features. Bill Jelen ("MrExcel") explains exactly when
and how to use each type of Excel chart, then walks through creating superb visuals and
customizing them with themes, colors, and effects. Jelen shows how to craft charts that
illuminate trends, differences, and relationships; how to create stock analysis charts; how to use
Excel's flexible PivotCharts; and even how to present data on maps with Microsoft MapPoint.
You will discover how to make the most of Excel 2010's new Sparklines and other in-cell
visualizations; how to incorporate additional images and shapes with SmartArt; how to export
charts for use outside of Excel; and how to generate dynamic, customized charts automatically
with Excel VBA. There's even a full chapter on assessing the truth of charts created in Excel -
and recognizing when someone's trying to lie to you! This book is part of the new MrExcel
Library series. Everything Excel users need to know to communicate visually - from trend
analysis to stock charting, geographical mapping to Excel 2010's new In-Cell Data Bars and
SparklinesFrom basic through leading-edge techniques - including the automatic generation of
custom charts with VBAPart of the brand-new MrExcel Library series, edited by Excel legend Bill
Jelen

From the Back CoverUsing Excel 2010, it's possible to create breathtaking charts, graphs, and
other data visualizations - and communicate even the most complex data more effectively than
ever before. In Charts and Graphs, one of the world's leading Excel experts show exactly how to
make the most of Excel 2010's unprecedented visual features. Bill Jelen ("MrExcel") explains
exactly when and how to use each type of Excel chart, then walks through creating superb
visuals and customizing them with themes, colors, and effects. Jelen shows how to craft charts
that illuminate trends, differences, and relationships; how to create stock analysis charts; how to
use Excel's flexible PivotCharts; and even how to present data on maps with Microsoft
MapPoint. You will discover how to make the most of Excel 2010's new Sparklines and other in-
cell visualizations; how to incorporate additional images and shapes with SmartArt; how to
export charts for use outside of Excel; and how to generate dynamic, customized charts
automatically with Excel VBA. There's even a full chapter on assessing the truth of charts
created in Excel - and recognizing when someone's trying to lie to you! This book is part of the
new MrExcel Library series. Everything Excel users need to know to communicate visually - from
trend analysis to stock charting, geographical mapping to Excel 2010's new In-Cell Data Bars
and SparklinesFrom basic through leading-edge techniques - including the automatic



generation of custom charts with VBAPart of the brand-new MrExcel Library series, edited by
Excel legend Bill JelenAbout the AuthorBill Jelen, known worldwide as MrExcel, presents live
Excel seminars to accountants throughout the U.S. His 20 books on Microsoft Excel include
Special Edition Using Excel 2007, Pivot Table Data Crunching, and VBA and Macros for
Microsoft Excel. Honored as a Microsoft MVP for Excel, he has produced 500 episodes of his
"Learn Excel from MrExcel" video podcast. Michael Alexander, is a Microsoft Certified
Application Developer (MCAD), Senior Program Manager for a top Texas technology firm, and
principal of DataPigTechnologies, a developer of Excel tutorials. He is author of several books on
data analysis with Access and Excel.
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Tommy Chess Coach, “Awesome for QA classes at MBA level. I've taught both MBA and
Master's in Management classes online and physically at MIT, Harvard (GE Crotonville) and
Phoenix State University. There are a group of about 3-5 texts that are now the most popular for
graduate Quantitative Analysis (QA). These include the Swift text (most popular in Europe) at
from $40 to $80 US (
  
Quantitative Methods: For Business, Management and Finance

  
  
    ), the Render Quantitative Analysis for Management text (
  
Quantitative Analysis for Management (11th Edition)

  
  
    ), $175 for the 11th edition, and the very thorough but NOT for self study Anderson text (
  
Quantitative Methods for Business (with Printed Access Card)



  
  
) for $250.QA is a really tough course for people with less math background such as liberal
arts, nursing, etc. students going for an MBA, and a bit easier for math and engineering majors
in undergrad, because it involves modeling, using a lot of fairly advanced math. Typical QA
courses include linear programming (not really linear, and not really programming-- it is about
objectives and constraints stated algebraically to find "optimal" graphic or corner solutions to
problems such as mixing, profit maximization, or cost minimization); queueing problems;
statement analysis; Decision analysis; Project Management; Forecasting; Inventory Control;
Logistics; Markov Analysis; Stats; Integer/ nonlinear/ goal programming; regression modeling;
simulation; probability, and possibly some econometrics. Most grad (MBA) courses don't go as
far as differential equation modeling (frequent models in physics, biosciences, ecology, etc).The
Swift and Render texts are the most popular, and the Anderson text a distant third according to
publisher's (QA!) data on course use and sales. Both Swift and Render are frequently zinged in
reviews for broken or less useful software and models, but this is an unfair criticism. Swift gives
numerous (although London oriented) model examples, and Render has their own internet
models available. The reason both of these criticisms are unfair is that there are numerous plug
ins for Excel that do all the analysis, statistics, programming solutions, etc. you will need
regardless of which text you use. The Library Picks team chose Render as the top pick, but due
to expense, if you're doing self study, Swift is also a good bet.If the included websites, plug ins,
templates and downloads aren't working for you from a software/ modeling viewpoint, here is a
brief list of outstanding Excel options that will do the same thing, many for free:-- 
  
Statistical Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010

  
  
    -- 
  
Business Analysis: Microsoft Excel 2010 (MrExcel Library)



  
  
    -- 
  
Predictive Analytics: Microsoft Excel

  
  
    -- 
  
Microsoft Excel 2010: Data Analysis and Business Modeling

  
  
    -- 
  
Charts and Graphs: Microsoft Excel 2010 (MrExcel Library)



  
  
These will take care of the problems metioned by some reviewers that it is hard to stay up to
date on models. In particular, Microsoft has now migrated their SQL server business analysis
package to a new language called DAX in the FREE Excel plug in PowerPivot. These plug ins,
many free on the web, will work perfectly with the examples in Swift and Render so you don't
have to sweat the included QA software if it crashes.One caveat: many reviews complain about
QA software with "bugs" when in fact it is the reviewer's computer at fault. To run modern QA
programs with lots of modeling, you need a modern dual core processor with at LEAST 8 gig of
ram, preferably 12 or 16. The reason for this is that with pipelining, the old "math coprocessor"
hardware has given way to sharing between CPU and GPU for floating point, and recent
software-- even SPSS -- will crash older machines or appear to be buggy. Excel with a plug in
also is a great answer to this, because you can get away with much less power if your machine is
already doing well with Excel. PowerPivot is intensive, but only if you have huge amounts of data.
The typical mixing problem is no problem even with a computer that's say, post 2009.”

Mike Phillips, “Fabulous Book!. This is an amazing book. I teach Excel, and I don't have time to
Google things for hours to learn my trade. Besides the fact that this was the ONLY dedicated
Excel 2010 book I could find (I didn't look too hard though), I have to say it is truly a stellar book.
Well-organized, great examples, clear and clean writing style - a MUST HAVE!!!So why only 4
stars?Because even though the examples are terrific - they do not include a CD with the book,
nor could I find the examples online. Worse, I wanted to recreate the charts in the book but most
of the pictures only show the resulting charts and not the data that went into making them. Even
a photo of the data sets would allow me to recreate them when I read it - and this is not a book
you just are going to pick up and read out of boredom; you want to read for understanding and
mastery.I have Mr. Excel's Pivot Table and Number Crunching book; it too is absolutely fabulous
but suffers the same problem. In that books's case, the exercise files are available online but
they simply do not correspond to the text very well - I spent a LOT of time massaging the files
until they bear a reasonable resemblance to the original, but I shouldn't have to spend hours at
that.Bill Jelen, are you listening? Your stuff is FABULOUS man, but you've got to beef up the
example engine.Thanks,Mike”

Jak, “easy to understand. I got my money's worth from this book in the first few minutes of
reading it. I sometimes find Excel's charting feature hard to use. I am a scientist and therefore
think in terms of x and y, in terms of dependent and independent variables, and not in terms of
"categories" and "series", like Excel. This means I used to have to spend more time than I like
getting a graph or chart to look just right for a professional presentation.Not so anymore! This



book really helps you quickly understand how Excel gets your data into a graph. It does not
waste your time with a lot of verbose text.If you get the Kindle version, you can easily search for
just the information you need at the moment. I have the Kindle version, but I have been reading it
on an iPad in the computer lab at my university. It is so easy to use and much better than
carrying around a heavy book.”

Picky Picky, “Looked through all the Excel books at Barnes & Noble yesterday. Looked through
all the Excel books at Barnes & Noble yesterday, and this one seemed by far the most
helpful.The author doesn't just talk about HOW to create a certain chart, he describes WHY you
would want to use one chart vs another to communicate info.I will probably buy the Kindle
version so I can easily search it. However because it's so visual this would be a good one to
have in pulp as well.I particularly liked:1) the paired comparison chart how-to, with the examples
from how Mad Magazine used them2) the positive-neutral-negative chart example from Gene
Zelazny? at McKinsey”

Blain Lane, “Charts and Graphs with a focus on Stocks. I am not really using this for stocks, but it
is insightful and will help me get some of the rather mundane charts in Excel somewhat more
appealing and useful.”

Ms. Esther Simmons, “Helpful. I bought it to help with an OU course I'm taking. It's good but
fiddly to use as an ebook.”

Claudius Arrivarus, “Four Stars. Good product !”

The book by Bill Jelen has a rating of  5 out of 3.9. 24 people have provided feedback.
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